Nutrition

YOUR
“EAT MORE

TO STAY FIT
FOR LIFE”PLAN

Like many active women,
you’re mindful of your eating habits, watching every
bite to make sure your hard
work isn’t going to waste. But
what would happen if you
stopped seeing results? Your
instinct might be to push a
little harder at the gym and
trim a bit more from your
diet. (Maybe eight almonds is
too many?) Cutting back on
your eating while ramping up
your workouts might seem
like the logical thing to do
when you want to shed
more fat, but according to
researchers, women who
consistently eat less than
what their body needs
can not only stop seeing results, but also
may see their health
affected over time.
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Are you undereating? If so, you’re not alone.
In fact, among active women it’s a more
common problem than you think. Here,
the signs and a plan to fix it. BY JENNIFER SYGO, MSC, RD
Fueling your metabolism
Your body needs enough energy to
support all the basic processes that
keep you alive – be it your organs
functioning, your heart beating
or your hair growing. The sum of
these processes is known as your
basal metabolic rate (what is often
referred to as your metabolism),
or BMR.
Once you get out of bed, however, you start burning energy
through what is known as activities of daily living (ADL) – we’re
talking about brushing your teeth,
climbing the stairs or typing out an
email. For a typical adult female,
the total of BMR and ADL is about
1,800 calories per day, give or take
a few hundred calories due to age,
genetics or amount of lean muscle
(more muscle means a higher
BMR). That means you would
need to eat an average of 1,800 cal-

ories per day to keep your weight
stable – and this is assuming you
aren’t even going to the gym.
When you add exercise into
the equation, your energy needs
can jump considerably. For more
casual gym-goers, exercise might
add up to a few hundred extra calories a few times per week, but for
the truly hardcore, it could translate to a thousand calories or more
per day. However, many women
are reluctant to eat that much
out of fear that they might gain
unwanted weight or body fat.

Undereating defined
So what happens if you eat less than
your body needs? You’ll start by losing weight – at least for a while. But
if you keep trimming your calories,
your body will eventually adapt
by reducing the amount of energy
it burns to do everyday tasks,

FIX IT PLAN
TURN THE PAGE
TO LEARN HOW TO
ADD A FEW FOODS
HERE AND THERE.
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Whether it’s
a target weight,
a competition
or the abs of your
dreams, hard
work toward your
goals can be lost if
you’re simply not
eating enough.
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resulting in a drop in your
metabolic rate.
Put another way, you
start burning fewer calories
at rest as your body tries
to adapt to the lack of fuel.
Keep it up over time, and
your body will eventually
harvest its own muscle,
dragging your metabolism
down even further. Beyond
the effect on your biceps and
metabolism, undereating can
have other potentially seri-
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Probably
the most
surprising
aspect of
undereating
is the fact that
many women
don’t even
realize they
are doing it.
ous consequences
(see “5 Signs You’re
Underfueled” for
details). In a world
where overeating and
being overweight is the
norm, it makes sense
that active women want
to be mindful of what they
put in their body. But being
overly cautious for too
long could hinder your
fat-loss goals and your
health! The good
news? According to
research done on elite
runners and gymnasts
published in Medicine and
Science in Sports and Exercise,
the best-fueled athletes had
lower body-fat percentages than those who
were consistently
undernourished.

SIGNS YOU’RE
UNDERFUELED

Not sure if you’re undereating? A few warning
signs that your engine
might be running on empty:

EARLY SIGNS THAT
YOU’RE GETTING BACK
ON TRACK INCLUDE:

3
o
Better quality
workouts

3Faster recovery
o
3Restorative sleep
o
3
o
More energy for
everyday activities
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1. You’re losing – or not gaining
– muscle. The key dietary factors
in muscle growth are calories and
protein. If you’re working out hard
and eating enough protein, but
seem to be getting weaker or losing definition, your energy intake
is low.

What does undereating look like?
Take a look at the sample diet below. It may look well balanced
because it includes five meals per day, doesn’t totally eliminate carbs
and even includes a treat after dinner. However, this day adds up to
only 1,170 calories – too little for almost any active individual. While
you might be able to stick to this regimen for a short while, the 1,917calorie “Clean Additions” meal plan will do a better job of helping you
maintain peak performance in the long run. Depending on your age and activity level,
your caloric needs could be even higher – be sure to check with a registered dietician.

SAMPLE
DIET
BREAKFAST

⁄3 cup oats (uncooked)
⁄2 cup nonfat milk
1
⁄2 cup blueberries
8 oz green tea
1
1

2. You’re tired all the time and
you’re not sleeping well. If your
body constantly lacks fuel, you’ll
find it harder to recover from your
workouts. Over time, undereating
can also rob you of sleep, which
is when you build and repair
muscles.
3. You can’t get rid of that
pesky belly fat. While it might
seem to go against traditional
weight-loss logic, it all boils down
to metabolism and hormones:
Undereating promotes muscle
loss and rises in the levels of the
belly-fattening stress hormone
cortisol over time.
4. Your period stops, or becomes irregular. Yes, active
women should still have their
periods! If yours is becoming
erratic (menopause aside) or has
stopped entirely, or if you’re having trouble getting pregnant, it
could be a sign that your body
doesn’t have enough fuel to produce key reproductive hormones
such as estrogen. (Note: Some
forms of birth control may affect
your period. Be sure to consult
your doctor.)
5. Your bones are showing
signs of weakness. If you’ve
had a recent stress fracture or
an unexpected broken bone
from a fall, it could be a sign
that your bones are weakening, a side effect of both low
estrogen levels and inadequate
calories. Over time, this could
lead to osteopenia (reduced
bone density) or full-blown
osteoporosis.
For one
reader’s story, check out
oxygenmag.com/eatmore.
.

CALORIES

BREAKFAST

120
43
42
0

Bump up the oats to 1⁄2 cup
Increase the milk to 3⁄4 cup
8 walnut halves
1 tbsp ground flaxseed

81

⁄2 cup
pinapple

SNACK

⁄2 cup low-fat
cottage cheese
1

93

11⁄2 cups mixed
green salad
1
⁄2 medium tomato
Squeeze of lemon
1 medium pear

12
11
0
103

SNACK

A small whole-grain wrap
⁄2 cup mixed
veggies in wrap
2 tsp olive oil

+ 105

1

+ 10
+ 80

SNACK

95
70

DINNER

5 more almonds

+ 35

DINNER

215

⁄4 cup cooked quinoa

3

+ 167

45
80

DESSERT

2 oatmeal cookies

+ 41

1

LUNCH

3 oz grilled, skinless
chicken breast

5 oz grilled salmon
11⁄2 cups mixed
grilled vegetables
2 tsp olive oil

+ 60
+ 21
+ 105
+ 37

SNACK

LUNCH

Medium apple
10 almonds

CALORIES
ADDED

CLEAN
ADDITIONS

DESSERT

160

1 cup nonfat milk

+ 86

GET
BACK ON TRACK
So you have a hunch that you’ve been undereating. Now what? “Eat more”

seems like the obvious answer, but what exactly does that mean? Here are some strategies:

• Get a better idea of your input • S tart gradually. Eating more
and output. While calorie
counting can be a drag, using
an online tool to track how
many calories you are eating
versus how much you are
burning over a two- to threeweek period is a good place to
start. Your daily intake should
not be consistently less than
what you’re burning.

can feel strange – and even
uncomfortable – when you’ve
trained yourself to get by on
few calories, so take it slow.
If your intake is far less than
what you’re burning, try adding in just a few hundred more
calories per day at a time,
giving your body, and your
appetite, time to adapt.

• Keep foods clean.

Adding more fuel to
your diet doesn’t
mean picking up an
order of fries the
next time you’re
out. Instead, add
extra calories from
fruit, nuts, avocados,
whole grains, sweet
potatoes and oily fish.
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